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About This Game

Pixel Puzzles 2: RADical ROACH is a traditional style jigsaw puzzle game with each puzzle piece uniquely shaped in a way no
physical puzzle could be.
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Nice soundtrack.. I really liked all those puzzles. They're pretty cute.. I love Pixel Puzzles games, I buy them all! Bring out more
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please!!! 9/10 :D. Worst Pixel Puzzles ever. The images are awful. Only buy if you really want at a very good discount. Even so
you will still be disappointed by the images. Overpriced. Regreted buying it on release. So not worth.. I'm not sure if it's because
I've played too many of these and the gameplay being the same consistently has not increased my interest, or if it's the type of
puzzles related to the theme, but I couldn't get into this Pixel Puzzles game this time around. The music was probably my
favorite out of all the Pixel Puzzles, though it didn't make a difference in my interest for the game. I finished.because I'm a
sucker for achievements and completing games that I start. Overall, not a bad game, it's a carbon copy of the other Pixel
Puzzles, but with a different theme. I just don't recommend it for reasons listed. I'd like to see Pixel Puzzles add something to
the game play in future iterations.. In my opinion, as an owner of all the Pixel Puzzles games and a big fan, this is the poorest
game release out of the Pixel Puzzles series. I don't even mind that the game is a promotion of another game of the creators,
which is for many not the most exciting theme, as I could literally find joy in assembling jigsaw puzzles of walls or grass.
Overall my expectations are low, but I sometimes find features such as in this game, making it unplayable or rage inducing. The
background similarly to Birds is dark which makes the dark toned puzzle pieces (most images are dark green/grey) really
difficult to recognise. The images don't have enough color variation especially puzzle 24, which would allow you to with some
effort use visual cues to find the solution - resulting in just clicking until you get lucky. There are no new tile edges(unlike in
earlier games), the interface is still outdated and I feel like Pixel Puzzles has begun to stagnate. I think I will start looking at
other competitors' games such as Animated Jigsaws.. Fun game really Recommend people to get game. C: awesome sound track
BUT i think they need to update for diffrent songs if possible. the songs keep you going C:. it gets your brain power to really
work and feel like giving up BUT once done you feel so good C:. um i played 2, 60 puzzles i dont know if i could do 100 pieces
XD it will kill me. love rouches. and man what a game XD if bored just take the time to play this game oh wow it hits the spot.
please do an update soon !! feel like their could be like some kind of different gameplay like survival or you know little arcade
games. Complete the puzzle before time runs out but of course it would like a 20 puzzle piece game instead of 60 :0/. and what
about having avaters to get when completing puzzles or unlockables but of course that would mean you would need more
puzzles.. tl;dr- Not the best Pixel Puzzles 2 game, but if you are a fan of any of the others then you will likley enjoy this one. I
need more Pixel Puzzles 2! Cant get enough of them. Great puzzles to just relax and unwind for a while. That is not to say this is
the best one they have made, I am not a great fan of the RADical ROACH art work, the music is very annoying (not that I ever
leave the music on when playing any of the Pixel Puzzles 2 games, and most annoying was the options for the back ground
colors made this one realy hard to complete. With most of the puzzles being in dark earth tones for color it would have nice to
select a background that was not in the same shade as 90% of the puzzle pieces. Many times I couldn't find a place to put some
of the last pieces in just because the blank spots of the puzzle blended almost perfectly wiht the back ground.. This is, frankly,
the least of all the games in this franchise. The colors are tedious, and the backgrounds make it much harder than it should be.
I'm not a huge fan of Radical Roach, so I may be biased negatively, so keep that in mind. The puzzles are a good mix from a
technical perspective, and the mechanics are same as you have seen in other games. So, if you are a fan of the franchise, this is a
must have, but get it on sale or in a bundle as I did. 5.01/10

PP2: Christmas - CARDS : Enjoy!. Ukiyo-e 2 - OUT NOW! : 25% OFF. Pixel Puzzles: February Newsletter : Welcome to the
first in our monthly newsletters. These newsletters are designed to keep you informed as to whats happening in the amazing
world of digital jigsaw puzzles.. 2018 COLLECTION 60% OFF : 60% OFF All Week!. VARIETY PACK 7 - OUT NOW! :
15% OFF. Pixel Puzzles 2: Christmas : 15% OFF. Space 2 - OUT NOW! : 15% OFF. VARIETY PACK 4 - OUT NOW! : 20%
OFF
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